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Reub Long

The Editor's Note
Once, after a tour of San Francisco on
one of those famous foggy days, a
prominent resident of that city asked
Reub Long how what he'd just seen
compared to what Long's hometown.
Fort Rock, Oregon, had to offer. "Well
sir," said Reub after a thoughtful
pause, "in my town of Fort Rock we
don't have any bridges or islands or
harbors at all. But iiwe had 'em," he
added quickly, "you could see 'em."
There was a time when Reub Long
was known in the streets of Portland and
the legislative halls of Salem as well as
on the sagebrush flats east of the
Cascades. But the Central Oregon
rancher and philosopher died in 1974.
Today, a lot of Oregonians have no idea
the state produced its own answer to
Will Rogers.
Dan Fouts, quarterback for the San
Diego Chargers football team, is setting
the record straight in a 30-second public
service announcement running on
Oregon television stations. In the brief
announcement, Fouts, who has a home
in Sisters, tells the anecdote about
Reub's San Francisco tour.
Who put it on television, and why?
The Agricultural Experiment Station
and the Agricultural Research Founda-

tion, a private organization directed by
state agricultural leaders, are responsible.
The television spot about Reub Long
is one of 12 produced in an effort called
the Agricultural Heritage Project. The
project's goal is to acquaint, or reacquaint, Oregonians with the role
agriculture has played in the state's
history.
Other television topics include the
man who brought the first fruit trees to
Oregon over the Oregon Trail, the
origin of the Pendleton Round-up, the
French-Canadian trapper who was
Oregon's first farmer, the shooting of
cattle baron Pete French, and Mary
Jane Shipley Holmes Drake, a littleknown Oregonian who rose from slave
to farm owner.
The other narrators? Like Fouts, they
have familar Oregon faces and names:
Distance runner Mary Slaney, authors
Ken Kesey and Jean Auel, Oregon
Symphony conductor James DePreist,
track coach Bill Bowerman, former
Oregon first lady Audrey McCall,
Portland Trailblazer center Sam Bowie,
former baseball star Harmon Killebrew,
writer-composer Mason Williams, and
Sen. Mark Hatfield and Gov. Vic
Atiyeh from the political world.
The Agricultural Heritage Project has
another side. OSU faculty members
have combined the 12 historical vignettes into an eight-minute videotape
narrated by OSU's president, John
Byrne. The videotape, which features
traditional 19th century music, was
made for use in the state's primary and
secondary school classrooms. Anyone
interested in previewing it, perhaps for
use at a meeting or celebration of some
sort, can contact the agricultural
communications department at OSU.
•••
In this issue you'll find a story about
an OSU graduate student's night-time
adventures with a creature few Oregonians know lives in the state, a couple of
stories about promising new approaches
to biological control of crop pests, and
an article about research that could help
put Oregon hops in beer brewed in
Europe, Japan and other countries.
We get letters regularly from readers
who point out research topics they'd like
to see covered or praise or criticize past
articles. We never get too many of
those letters. They help us keep the
magazine on target. If you have the urge
to write, please do. □
—Andy Duncan
Oregon's Agricultural Progress
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update

OSU horticulturist Bill Proebsting plants cloned Douglas-fir seedlings. Proebsting will evaluate
the seedlings 'potential as Christmas trees.

Clones for Christinas
In 10 years, Santa will put the goodies
under boughs grown from a rooted
cutting instead of a seedling when he
slides down the chimney of a home
containing an Oregon Christmas tree.
Bill Proebsting predicts.
"At OSU, we're expanding our
production of Christmas tree clones
from rooted cuttings and have trials at
about 20 Oregon and Washington
plantations," said the horticulturist,
who heads OSU Christmas tree research.
"Nurserymen, now propagating 1,000
to 2,000 cuttings a year, will try to
increase production to about 15,000 to
20,000 cuttings at commercial nurseries,''
he said.
Researchers and nursery operators
want to use cuttings because they can be
taken from superior genetic stock—the
cuttings are just like the trees they are
taken from. Genetic variations appear
in trees grown from seeds. Also, the
look-alike trees developed from cuttings
grow in five to six years instead of the
six to nine years required by seedlings.
The Christmas tree industry in
Oregon traditionally has used seedlings

because they can be readily mass
propagated.
"The idea of cloning is to take root
cuttings of the best seedlings found in
plantations and screen them for premium Christmas tree quality," said
Proebsting. "By avoiding seedling
propagation, growers can select genetic
types suited to their site, and for rapid,
high quality growth."
OSU has released 18 superior,
fast-growing Douglas-fir clones. Noble
and grand fir cuttings don't root well
and don't grow well after rooting,
according to Proebsting.
The researcher admits there are two
bottlenecks to widespread commercial
use of rooted cuttings. One challenge is
to improve commercial production and
get a higher rooting percentage. The
other is to force rapid growth of rooted
cuttings.
"Both problems have been overcome
at OSU," he said. "Now it's simply a
question of extending that information
to nurserymen." □
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Researcher
probing
chemicals'
lifespan
A test being developed by an OSU
researcher may be able to determine
how long 2,4-D and other strong
chemicals used to fight pests can survive
in the environment.
Right now, there is no simple way to
know. Each year, more than 800 million
pounds of pesticides enter the environment, and this country generates up to
50 million metric tons of hazardous
waste.
"The new test will greatly increase
our knowledge about how a certain
environment can handle chemicals, and
how it reacts to them,'' said Ray
Seidler, OSU microbiologist. "Ideally,
we would be able to tell how a certain
environment will respond to a certain
chemical before that chemical is used.
Seidler says there are microbes in the
environment that can break down
various chemicals, some more slowly
than others. The microbes vary greatly
in their concentration.
"There are many bacteria in the
world, but only a very few metabolize
2,4-D," said Seidler. "So, if you want
to know how long an application of
2,4-D will persist in a certain place you
have to know whether the appropriate
microbes are present and, if they are,
the concentration.''
In the new test, a chemical probe of
DNA, the genetic material, binds with
bacterial colonies able to metabolize
2,4-D. Then bacteria can be counted
and a projection can be made on how
quickly that particular environment will
break down the chemical.
Although he is using 2,4-D in tests,
the same concept could be used to
develop similar tests for other chemicals,
such as 2,4,5-T, DDT or PCB's, Seidler
says. The test could have broad
applications in forestry, agriculture,
water quality monitoring, medicine and
toxic waste leakage studies, says the
researcher. □

Microbiologist Ray Seidler, right, and graduate student Mark LeChevallier work in Seidler's
OSU laboratory.
Spring-Summer 1985

This nitrate-sensitive paper strip changes color when plantfluid is squeezed on it. The more nitrogen in thefluid, the darker the color, allowing
farmers to measure the nitrogen level in their soil.

The juice tells fertilizer story
A cigarette-sized piece of paper could
give farm consultants in some parts of
Oregon a quick way to find out if a field
needs nitrogen, an OSU researcher
says.
"Our study showed that they are
accurate and that people find them easy
to use," OSU soil scientist John M.
Hart said of nitrate-sensitive paper
strips that work like litmus paper.
Hart did initial research with the test
strips with colleagues G. S. Pettygrove
and John F. Williams while he worked
at Chico State University in California.
The three were searching for a way to
help California wheat growers find out
quickly if they had put enough nitrogen
fertilizer into their soil.
The California growers put nitrogen
on their fields before planting in the fall,
then check in late winter to find out if
their plants need a second application of
nitrogen.
"The necessity of the second application can be determined by a laboratory

analysis of young wheat plants,'' said
Hart. But "the sampling and analysis
require a greater amount of time than
many growers will give in rainy
February weather.''
With the test strips, a farm consultant
or fertilizer company field representative can determine the nitrogen level in
a few minutes. Juice squeezed from
wheat plants causes the strips to change
color. The more nitrogen in the juice,
the darker the color.
Hart said the strips, already being
used in England and New Zealand,
might be useful to wheat growers and
other farmers in eastern Oregon who
must monitor the nitrogen level in their
crops carefully after planting.
Hart said the strips cost about 35 cents
apiece. A New Jersey-based company
distributes them. Several Portland
companies sell the strips, he said.
Persons interested in more information
can contact Hart through the OSU soil
science department. □
Oregon's Agricultural Progress

Juvenile
relinquency
OSU researchers say they are
making progress toward a major goal—
developing crops that trick insects into
growing up too fast.
If the goal is ever reached, crops will
contain their own natural insecticides
that will protect them from insect attack
and reduce populations of diseasebearing insects.
"By the 21st century, we may not
have to spray anything on crops to
protect them from insects," said OSU
entomologist Rene Feyereisen, a leader
in research in this field. "They will be
able to make their own highly effective
insecticides, and the protection will be
from a natural, nontoxic compound that
has no effect on animals or humans."
The new insecticides would not
actually kill insects, he says, but would
sterilize them and change their growth
patterns. This would reduce the time the
insects spend in their larval, or most
destructive immature, stage. The insects would eat much less in their larval
phase. Later, they wouldn't be able to
reproduce.
Regulating the juvenile hormone,
which is found in slightly different forms
in all insects, is the key to the new
approach to insect control. The hormone not only controls the process and
timing of an insect's change from larva
into an adult but also controls reproduction in the adult insect.
If the hormone is produced in levels
too low, the insect changes from a larva
to an adult prematurely (after a week in
the larval stage instead of three to four
weeks). Then, when it changes into an
adult, it is miniature in size and
sterile. □
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Cereals breeder Matt Kolding stands near test varieties qftriticale at OSU's branch agricultural
experiment station at Hermiston.

New grain variety
Two OSU scientists and a scientist
from Mexico have developed a new
variety of triticale, the cereal grain that
is a wheat-rye cross.
The new variety, called Flora, was
released by the Oregon and Idaho
agricultural experiment stations and the
Agricultural Research Service of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Triticale is used in pancakes, waffles,
breads, snack foods and specialty flours.
In Oregon, researchers have experimented with feeding the grain to hogs,
quail and turkeys.
Flora is the first semi-dwarf winter
triticale released to growers in the
Northwest. Semi-dwarf means the plant
has shorter, stronger stems that can
support more grain than taller varieties.
Growers plant winter triticale in the fall
and harvest it in midsummer.
Flora was developed by cereal breeder
Matt Kolding of OSU's Columbia
Basin Agricultural Research Center at
Pendleton; Bob Metzger, a cereal
breeder for ARS who is stationed on the
OSU campus, and Frank Zillinsky, a
scientist with Mexico's International
Maize and Wheat Improvement Center.

Flora, which is resistant to kernel
shattering, is adapted to the intermountain valleys and plateaus in
eastern Oregon, sandy soils near the
Columbia River, the Redmond-Madras
area, the Treasure Valley and some
areas in Idaho. It has excellent winter
survival traits and is nearly resistant to
dwarf smut and barley yellow dwarf
virus. Also, Flora is highly tolerant of
high-sodium soils.
The variety was named for the
northeastern Oregon town of Flora.
Formal yield trials were not conducted
in the Flora area, but in 1981 a one-acre
plot on a ranch near there yielded 10 to
15 percent more pounds per acre than
the best winter wheat yielded. In 1982, a
72-acre plot yielded nearly 4,400
pounds per acre, compared to 3,700
pounds per acre for nearby wheats. The
kernel quality of the grain is not as good
as in wheat.
According to Kolding, Flora is not
adapted to typical dryland wheat areas
of Oregon. Both yield and quality drop
drastically in those areas. D
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Pure Poison
Enthused researchers have pinpointed the single
toxin that gives mosquito-killing power to Bti,
a relative of the spray used on Lane County's
gypsy moths. Such work could pave the way for
improved biological pesticides
by Dave King
The mosquito larva lies placidly in
the cool waters of a snowmelt pool
near a high Cascade lake. Soon, it will
develop wings and be able to search for
an unsuspecting warm-blooded animal
from which to draw its food. But a fine
mist settles on the surface of the water
and the immature mosquito dies. The
wall-like cell membranes of its digestive
tract have been torn open by a toxic
substance, a protein, from a naturally
occurring bacteria called Bacillus thuringiensis israelensis, or Bti for short.
The Bti, applied by humans, is an
insecticide. It kills only mosquito and
blackfly larvae. It may sound familiar to
you. It's a close relative of another
strain of the bacteria Bt. That strain.
Bacillus thuringiensis kurstaki, is being
used in Oregon's Lane County to
control the gypsy moth, a pest that
damages trees and other plants. Actually,
there are more than 20 strains of Bt,
each with a different third—or variety—
name and each with an ability to kill
various insect pests.
OSU entomologists have been testing
Bti on mosquitos and blackflies in the
high Cascade Mountains for several
years (see "No Buzz, No Bite," page 6,
Spring 1983 issue oi Oregon's Agricultural
Progress). But now, an Agricultural
Experiment Station research team has
isolated and purified the single substance that makes Bti toxic to the
insects.
John Armstrong, formerly with OSU
Spring-Summer 1985

and now with the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency lab in Corvallis, and
George Beaudreau and George Rohrmann, OSU agricultural chemists,
reported on the identification, isolation
and purification of this toxic material in
the January 1985 issue o{ the Journal of
Bacteriology. The material is called deltaendotoxin.

A fine mist settles on the
surface of the water and
the immature mosquito dies.
Previously, the most pure form of the
Bti toxin was the crude bacterial crystal
being used as the Bti insecticide. The
crystal contains more than 20 proteins.
But by isolating the single protein
responsible for Bti's toxic effect, the
researchers have been able to purify Bti
toxin to 99.99 percent purity, getting rid
of the excess baggage of the other
proteins.
According to Beaudreau, this is a
major step toward creating the ideal
biological pesticide.
Bt insecticides like the strain that has
been used extensively in Lane County
affect only certain insects (the gypsy
moth, in that instance) and apparently
are harmless to other living things. But
Beaudreau doesn't feel we should be
satisfied with the use of these crude

forms of bacteria. Even though it
appears that the other proteins in the
crude forms of Bt—like the 20 or more
in Bti—have little effect on other
organisms, the goal should be to make
more purer insecticides, he contends.
"It doesn't seem nice to me to make up
pounds and pounds of bacteria and
spray them all over the countryside,
even though Bacillus thuringiensis is not
known to be a hazard to man,'' he says.
"I just think it would be a good idea to
get away from that, especially if it is
unnecessary."
Armstrong and Beaudreau agree the
process they used to isolate and purify
the toxic protein in Bti might lead to
increased potency in all Bt insecticides.
They say the key word is "specific."
"That's our target," says Beaudreau.
"What we want are very specific,
high-potency bio-pesticides. When we
have a particular need in a specific
environmental condition, we should be
able to go to various bottles of solutions
and mix small amounts of something
genetic in origin that is specific to the
insect that needs to be controlled ... and
only potent enough to do the job
needed. We should be able to make
bio-toxin molecules just as easily as
chemical toxins are made now.''
One of the key discoveries that led
Armstrong, Beaudreau and Rohrmann
to the purification process is what they
describe as the "protease tolerance" of
the Bti toxin.

The Bti toxin is a protein. Proteases
are substances that break down proteins
in the digestive tract. But, for some
reason, delta-endotoxin, the toxic protein in Bti, is not broken down in the
high-protease environment of the larval
mosquito digestive tract. This is too bad
for mosquito larvae because the intact
toxin kills them.

"We know the toxin seems
to work by making holes
in the cells."
To isolate the toxin protein, the
researchers recreated in the laboratory
the chemical make-up of the larval
mosquito digestive tract. Adding the
crude Bti crystal to the artificial
mosquito gut created a reaction that
broke down all the other proteins and
left delta-endotoxin in an almost pure
form.
The scientists feel their new purification process might be adapted to other
strains of Bt, including the one being
used to combat the gypsy moth.
"This is a unique process," says
Armstrong, "but how it applies to other
toxins is not clear. We believe the basic
purification process can work on other
forms of Bt.
"The mechanism of the toxin is of
major interest to us. We know the toxin
seems to work by making holes in the
cells, actually popping them in a process
called cell lysis. But the questions are
how and why does that happen?"
When discussing mechanisms, it is
important to note that the researchers
say the reason the crude Bti bioinsecticide works on mosquitos and
blackflies and not other insects probably
is the structure and activity of the
mosquito feeding system. In fact, the
researchers have found the purified
toxin is not as effective as the crude
crystal form.
"The mosquito is a filter feeder,"
says Beaudreau, meaning mosquito
larvae filter food out of water they live
in. "Probably that's why the crystals
work better—they get lodged in the
filter. The pure protein is a soluble
substance and can slip right through.
It's a matter of the amount that actually
becomes available to the mosquito."
The researchers are working to find
an inactive substance they can bind with
the toxin so it will stick in the filter
feeding system of the mosquito. Beyond
10

that, Beaudreau says, their immediate
goal is to find out precisely how the toxic
Bti protein works.
"The goal we had originally was to
purify the toxin protein and then try to
identify those parts of it that are directly
involved with attacking the cell
membranes," he says. "We want to try
to break up the protein into regions and
domains and identify the functions of
each. When we establish regions that
control various activities, then we hope
we can come back and do a little work
on the molecule and try to change it."
If the researchers find the part of the
Bti delta-endotoxin protein responsible
for attaching to the cell membrane of the
larval mosquito gut, they can use gene
splicing to try to insert this very specific
genetic message into another molecule
to create a toxin substance highly
specific to another pest.
"We are deeply interested in this,"
says Beaudreau. "We're going to do a
little work on this molecule and try to
change it so it will tear into cell
membranes of other pests. I think that
kind of selectivity is the future of
biological pesticides." D
BiochemistJohn Armstrong, right, prepares a
gel he will use to examine the DNA of bacteria
in biological pesticides. Armstrong and
colleagues are studying precisely why mosquito
larvae like those below are susceptible to the
biological pesticide Bti.
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A Taste
of Oregon
by Mike Rose

Someday your favorite imported
beer, be it German, Swiss, British,
Japanese or other, may have a touch of
the Willamette Valley in it.
And if that happens, you'll probably
have Al Haunold to thank. Haunold
works at OSU. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture plant geneticist's goal is to
develop a high-yielding hop for western
Oregon similar to a European variety
called Hallertauer Mittelfruh. That type
is known for what beer makers call noble
aroma, a spicy smell considered highly
desirable.
"If we're successful, the new hop will
not only be of value to the U.S. brewing
industry but also should lend itself quite
readily to export," said Haunold. The
researcher noted that most of the $10
million worth of hops Oregon farmers
now grow each year are used in
domestic beer.
Haunold has spent the last 20 years
developing new varieties of the vinelike
hop plant, whose flowers are used to
flavor beer. Hallertauer is becoming
increasingly scarce because a fungus in
the soil in Germany, the prime produc12

tion area, is cutting production about 10
percent a year. Many German growers
have stopped planting the variety.
"The hop may not be available much
longer at any price," said Haunold.

"The second largest
brewery in the world
is in Japan."
Why not grow Hallertauer in the
Northwest? The variety doesn't yield
well in the Northwest, although soils
here don't contain the strain of fungus
causing the problems in Germany.
Haunold is crossing Hallertauer with
other hops to develop a high-yielding
variety for the Northwest that has the
noble aroma.
It's not an overnight process.
It's usually about 15 years from the
time a plant geneticist starts working on
a new hop variety until the variety
shows up in beer bottles and cans in the
supermarket. Haunold started working

on a Hallertauer substitute about five
years ago.
The first laboratory evaluations of his
experimental varieties will be done this
summer. If the work goes well, a
substitute variety with noble aroma
could be available for commercial use in
six years, Haunold estimates.
The researcher has a record of success
in manipulating hop genes to change
Oregon's Agricultural Progress

their flavor and aroma characteristics. A
hop variety called Willamette he developed in the mid-1970s now produces
about $4 million of income annually for
Oregon hop growers, it is estimated.
Several years ago, skeptics said
raising the bitterness level of hops
through genetics was not possible. But
Haunold and fellow researchers accomplished the feat.
Spring-Summer 1985

Bitterness in hops is caused by alpha
acids, Haunold explains. A higher alpha
acid content yields a more valuable crop
because processors can extract more
flavoring from a given unit of hops.
By cross-breeding hop varieties,
Haunold and coworkers boosted the
alpha acid content of certain varieties
from 8-to-10 percent to about 15
percent.

Plant geneticist AI Haunold

Science isn't the solution to everything,
though, Haunold points out. Until the
value of the dollar drops, it is unlikely
Oregon will be able to export any kind
of hop, he says. If the value of the dollar
did drop significantly, Oregon would be
able to develop a "substantial export
13

market" for an acceptable substitute for
Hallertauer, he speculates.
The Far East is a particularly
promising potential market, according
to Haunold. "They want an aroma hop
like Hallertauer, but it isn't available
from the United States. The second
largest brewery in the world is in
Japan," he said, noting that the
Philippines, Korea and Taiwan also
make more beer than many Americans
realize.

'' Some Europeans have
gotten to the point where
they also like a lighter beer.''
A Hallertauer substitute would be
important to the U.S. brewing industry
as well, says the researcher.
"American beer makers want a
hoppy flavor that is not overbearing and
blends well with other flavor components that come from barley malt, corn
and rice," he said. "We should be able
to make the new variety we're developing do that for them.''
Haunold, who grew up in Austria, is
something of a beer connoisseur. He has
retained his birthplace's tradition of
having a glass of beer with meals.
European beer, he explains, has the
reputation of being heavier and
"hoppier" than American beer. To
some extent, this is true, he says. The
beer is brewed that way because
Europeans tend to prefer drinking only
one or two beers at a sitting.
Americans, on the other hand, "have
always had the feeling that if one is
good, maybe two or three are better,"
he said. "This is not something the
brewing industry is necessarily going to
discourage, despite the obvious concern
for alcohol abuse.''
Some European beers are becoming
more similar to American beers,
however, says Haunold. "Some Europeans have gotten to the point where they
also like a lighter beer with less
bitterness," he said. "To me, many of
the Danish and Dutch beers are much
closer to American beer than to
German, Austrian or Swiss beer," he
added.
What kind does a hop expert like?
"I like the full-bodied, nutritious
beers, what the Germans call liquid
bread," says Haunold. □
Haunold examines plants growing in a Willamette Valley hopyard.
14
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Mina McDaniel, director ofOSU'sfood tasting laboratory, passes a sample to a member of a beer tasting panel.

The seriousness can pop a beer panelist's bubble
Free beer!
You'd think an offer like that would
have approximately the same effect on
the people at a university as sugar
spilled on the ground has on the ants in
a picnic area.
But food scientist Mina McDaniel,
who directs OSU's food tasting laboratory, says she often must search hard for
volunteers to fill beer tasting panels.
The reason?
Beer tasting is serious business compared to the lighthearted guzzling
depicted in television commercials. Beer
panel members sit in booths that are
dimly lit with a red light. The lighting
Spring-Summer 1985

helps eliminate distractions, encouraging tasters to concentrate. No talking is
allowed.
McDaniel gives samples to each taster
in amber glasses that hide the color so it
won't influence the test. In hop taste
tests, beers are spiked with a compound
extracted from hops. The tasters are
encouraged to swirl the beer around to
release its aroma, smell it, taste it, then
spit it out.
In the tests, researchers sometimes
are interested in finding out how much
of a particular hop compound has to be
added to the beer before it affects the
beer's taste. This is called threshold

testing. Another procedure is called
preference testing. Tasters say which
beer has the best flavor.
In threshold testing, people's sensitivity varies tremendously, according to
McDaniel. One person may be able to
detect a hop compound on the first taste.
Another may not taste the hop compound when she adds 10 times as much.
"The hardest part is trying to come
up with ways to describe the hop
flavor," she said.
The terms most frequently used by
tasters include grainy, grassy, floral,
piney and sulfury. The term often used
when a panelist is stumped: hoppy. □
15

Runt of
the Raptors
Alone and undaunted, Rebecca Goggans roams
the remote mountains from twilight until dawn
studying one of the state's least-known residents

by Andy Duncan

The last pinkish orange sunlight is
disappearing on the western horizon as the woman finishes her march
into the forest, takes a coal miner's-type
lamp out of her pack and puts it on her
head. Then she climbs a ladder leaning
against a larch tree and checks an
assortment of gadgets around a small
hole in the tree.
Watching from high overhead, with a
comic book character's super vision,
the scene would appear unusual indeed.
You'd see not just the woman
climbing a tree at twilight, but big
aluminum ladders lashed to other trees
miles apart in the remote, mountainous
region of eastern Oregon. On one tree
you'd see pieces of wire mesh attached
near a similar small hole; on another, a
35-mm camera suspended in the
branches.
16

It is the beginning of an ordinary July
work day for Rebecca Goggans—
business as usual studying a creature
few Oregonians even know exists, the
tiny flammulated owl.

' 'You have to be a little
different."
"You have to be a little different to
spend six months of the year out alone
in the woods at night. But it's
fascinating. We don't know much at all
about their distribution and breeding
biology in Oregon,'' says Goggans,
down from the tree hole and, like a
brain surgeon getting ready to operate,
laying out the tools of her trade (a radio
receiver, scales for weighing small
objects, a pencil and notebook).

Goggans is a graduate student in
OSU's fisheries and wildlife department.
She's done most of her research, funded
by the Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife, on the U.S. Forest Service's
Starkey Experimental Forest and Range
in the Blue Mountains west of La
Grande. She is working under the
supervision of Agricultural Experiment
Station researcher Chuck Meslow.
Five years ago, a wildlife biologist
studying woodpeckers found four
flammulated owl nests in the Starkey
Forest. The discovery surprised bird
experts who didn't know the owls were
in northeastern Oregon and weren't
entirely sure they were in Oregon at all.
Since then, reports of bandings and of
the whispering night call of the six-inchlong owls have come from Wallowa,
Grant, Lake and Klamath counties.
Oregon's Agricultural Progress

OSU fisheries and wildlife researcher Rebecca
Goggans, above, removes ayoungflammulated
owl from a larch tree nest in the Blue
Mountains. Right, Goggans shows off a
mature maleflammulated owl. All owls are
classified as raptors, although these birds are
only about six inches long. Opposite page:
Goggans climbs to a nest in a dead Ponderosa
pine tree.
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Researchers say the birds could be in
western Oregon, too.
Why spend time and money studying
them?
"It's been thought that flammulated
owls are rare and may be an indicator
species for old growth forests—may
need old growth timber to live, which
would have important economic implications," says Goggans, who began her
field research in 1983.

Darkness and silence,
punctuated by far-off
forest sounds, envelop
the nest area.
Also, she adds, the birds are a
scientific question mark. Although they
are believed to range from Guatemala to
British Columbia, no one anywhere
knows much about them.
Now the sky is blue-black. Laid out
across it, closer than they'd ever seem to
be in lower-elevation, more peopled
parts of Oregon, are the Milky Way and
the twinkling stars of the Big and Little
Dipper, Cassiopeia and other constellations.
Goggans is sitting under the larch tree
with her legs folded in front pow-wow
style. She's switched on her headlight
and is adjusting the dials of the portable
radio receiver, listening for faint blips
sent out by acorn-sized transmitters.
The transmitters are attached to a pair
of adult flammulated owls that live with
their two offspring in the hole in the
larch.
A moth flickering through her headlight beam catches Goggans' attention.
She mentions an odd fact. Although
they are about the size of a robin and eat
insects, flammulated owls are considered raptors. That puts them in a
category with eagles, giant condors,
hawks, ferocious big-horned owls and
other birds of prey.
"There's a macho thing about
working with the raptors that some
researchers get into—big predator
birds," she says, chuckling. "Flams
sure don't fit that.''
Flammulated means flaming, she
notes. A reddish disk bordering the
birds' charcoal-colored faces is said to
make them look vaguely like a fire of
burning embers. Like the big, meateating raptors, flammulated owls have
beaks and claws. And like other raptors.
Spring-Summer 1985

they usually capture their prey in their
claws, sometimes on the wing. The
larch tree owl family Goggans is
studying tonight feeds mostly on
grasshoppers from a nearby grassy
clearing.
Goggans has learned that the mother
and father owls from nests in her
nine-square-mile study area usually
start feeding about 10p.m. and finish
by 5 a.m. Males bring most of the food
to the nest, although females leave the
nest for short periods to hunt. During
peak feeding, the males return every
two or three minutes, delivering
insects to their hungry offspring.
To record that, Goggans has turned
to photography, as well as traditional
pencil and paper notetaking.
Each evening about 8, she hikes to a
nest tree. She rigs a motor-driven
35-mm camera, an electronic strobe and
an electronic "eye" on braces near the
nest hole. Wire mesh fitted nearby
scatters signals from the electronic eye,
creating a field of light. The eye fires the
strobe and camera each time a
flammulated owl flies in or out of the
field.
From where Goggans sits tonight
recording data about the birds' behavior,
the mechanized photography seems a
strange spectacle.

"I had to just sit in the
truck until daylight once.''
A red light on the electronic eye glows
ominously each time an owl flies in or
out of the nest. That means the device's
field of light has been broken. A white
burst from the strobe soon follows,
accompanied by the clicking of the
camera shutter. Then darkness and
silence, punctuated by far-off forest
sounds, envelop the nest area until an
owl returns with another insect.
"It took me some time to get used to
the night," says Goggans, who uses
logging roads to drive as close as
possible to the nests (usually within a
half mile). "I spent quite a few nights
lost, and I had to just sit in the truck till
daylight once. Sometimes I sleep under
the nest tree if I'm afraid it's going to
rain on the camera. Now I like being out
here, hearing all the sounds and
knowing what made them.''
Most nights, the camera yields some
photos showing dinner hanging out of
the midget raptors' mouths.
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Goggans suspects. She's been banding
the birds in hopes of learning more
about their travels. The other 13 types
of owls that live in Oregon are full-time
residents, she says.
Researchers in Colorado and New
Mexico also are studying flammulated
owls. Goggans says jokingly that she
may have to "do battle" with the
Colorado scientist, who contends that
the tiny birds breed only in old growth
forests.

That could be good news
for Oregon loggers.

/n A«r study, Goggansfittedflammulated owls like this mature male with acorn-sized radio
transmitters so she could track them.
Tonight, another researcher is in the
woods. A couple of miles away Goggans'
summer assistant Matt Hunter, an
undergraduate studying in OSU's
fisheries and wildlife department, is
tracking a flammulated owl fitted with a
radio transmitter.
Hunter calls on a shortwave radio to
report that an animal, a black bear he
thinks, is making noise nearby. He
wonders if he should leave. Goggans
asks a few questions, then advises him to
be careful but'' stay there and get the
data."
"They're so cute, I swear," she says,
returning quickly to the topic that seems
to occupy the majority of her thoughts—
the owls. She hates to disturb the birds
when she examines and weighs them,
she says, even though "I know it's for
the good of the species." She often does
that work, as well as studying trees and
plants around the nests, in the daylight.
To locate nests the first year of her
study, Goggans learned to hoot like a
flammulated owl. Then she walked
through the woods at night during the
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spring breeding season making their
high-pitched, whispering call, waiting
for a reply.
Male flammulated owls mark their
territories, usually about a square mile
in size, by use of their lungs,she
explains. They stop feeding for a time
each night and fly to a series of regular
singing posts where they warn other
flammulated owls to "stay off their
turf.''
In bird researcher terms, flammulated
owls are secondary cavity nesters. That
means they like to live in holes carved
out of trees by nature or by other
creatures like woodpeckers. Goggans
believes the flammulated owls' chief
enemies on her study area are bigger
owls. Also, flying squirrels may eat their
eggs, she thinks (they usually lay three a
year).
The flammulated owls that breed and
raise their young in Oregon in the
spring and summer leave in late
summer or early or mid-fall, depending
on the weather. For the winter, they
migrate to Mexico and Central America,

That doesn't appear to be the way it is
in northeastern Oregon, she says. Of 22
nests she has studied, only about a third
have been in old growth timber. The
holes were in dead and live Ponderosa
pine, Douglas-fir and western larch
trees.
"Here in the Blue Mountains, they
seem to like to nest in trees near an
open, grassy area where there are lots of
insects, and the flams don't seem to be
all that rare,'' she says.
That could be good news for Oregon
loggers and government land managers.
Goggans isn't through analyzing
data, but if it supports her observations
the result could be that no special
precautions will be needed to protect the
state's flammulated owl population.
Managing forests to preserve cavitynesting birds like the piliated woodpecker,
which is already being done, theoretically,
would protect the flammulated owl, she
says.
During a feeding lull at the larch tree,
Goggans lies on her back watching the
nest hole intently through the light of
her headlamp. She mentions that the
discovery of flammulated owls in
Oregon is not the first time such a thing
has happened.
"People can say that a bird is rare.
But, really, it's just that no one is out at
night who knows what to look or listen
for. A few years ago there was the same
situation. People didn't know great gray
owls nested in Oregon."
Even if a person sees a tiny owl in the
woods at night, that doesn't mean it's a
flammulated owl, according to Goggans.
"The pigmy owl lives in Oregon, too,"
she says.
But who gives a hoot? That's another
story. □
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Goggans weighs ayoung "flam. " The researcher gathered most of the data available about thejlammuated owls that breed and raise their young
in Oregon.
Spring-Summer 1985
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He and the girl
ate chicken food
Gene Mielke remembers spending
more than a few hours when he was "six
or seven years old" sitting on burlap
sacks filled with grain in a livestock feed
store in California. He and the owner's
daughter, about his age, would pick
sunflower seeds out of the chicken feed
and eat them.
Mielke didn't know it, but he was
dining with his future wife.
Growing up on a medium-sized,
all-purpose farm near the San Joaquin
Valley community of Visalia has
influenced Mielke's life in other ways.
"Maybe it's because I grew up on the
farm that I like to see the results of the
research I do. Maybe that's why I took
this job," says the superintendent of
OSU's Mid-Columbia Agricultural
Research Center at Hood River.
After high school, Mielke left Visalia
to study agriculture at the California
Polytechnic Institute at San Luis
Obispo. Later, he earned master's and
doctoral degrees in plant physiology
from Michigan State University.
He was a member of the agriculture
faculty at the University of Arizona for
nine years before accepting the Hood
River superintendent's job last year. He
mixed teaching. Extension Service
duties and research for seven of those
years, working with crops such as wine
and table grapes, apples, pecans and
pistachio nuts. The last two years he
spent 75 percent of his time teaching
and 25 percent doing research.
Mielke enjoyed teaching, but the
75-25 split between that and research
wasn't his idea of a perfect job. He'd
have preferred 75 percent research and
25 percent teaching. When the OSU
opportunity surfaced, it excited him
because "it was a chance to concentrate
on research in an applied situation."
Also, he confesses that attending a
meeting in Oregon had "left him in
green shock" (taken with the lush
countryside).
Leaving Arizona had its drawbacks,
though.
"I'm doing a little work with wine
and table grapes here," he says. "But
the main thrust, of course, is with our
top commodities—pears, apples and
cherries. I was in on the ground floor of
a grape industry in Arizona and I also
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worked with growing apple and pecan
industries. Leaving those grapes and
apples and pecans was like raising a
child to eight years old and then giving
it up."
But directing the Hood River experiment station hasn't left time for
brooding.
"There's so much to be done, and the
growers are very enthusiastic and
supportive," he says.
He notes that while the station's
much-publicized postharvest research
with how to store pears and apples
better is continuing, station scientists
are—or will be— involved in many
other areas.
"I'm committing most of my time to
preharvest of fruit—things like pruning,
the effect of growth retardants on trees,
identifying better rootstocks, examining
production systems and studying mineral nutrition," he says.
"Economic research is another type
Mielke would like to see more of. "I'd
like to be involved with the agricultural
economics department on campus
setting up models to study the best
production methods for this area,
finding out how much disease or pest
damage a grower can have and still
come out ahead — that type of thing,''
he says.
He has lots of very practical research
goals for the station. Examples:
"We need to help our cherry growers
find a way to get fruit to consumers in
better condition. They have a problem
with soft cherries. We need to find
rootstocks that will help our pear
producers grow trees faster. We would
like to identify rootstock and do mineral
nutrition research that would help the
apple growers get greener Newtowns
(an apple sold as a substitute for the
Granny Smith, a popular green apple
from New Zealand).''
And his family is well on its way to
achieving its goal of fitting into the
Hood River community, Mielke says.
The "green shock" of coming to
Oregon from the Arizona desert is
fading into a less dramatic but very real
satisfaction with the pleasures of living
in an uncrowded area like Hood River.
"My wife and kids (he has three) and
I love it here," he says. "Tucson had
about 300,000 people when we went
there. Now it has about 600,000. This is
more like Visalia.'' □
—A.D.
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Gene Mielke
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